ON A CLASS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR VECTOR-VALUED DISTRIBUTIONS H. 0. FATTORINI
The aim of this paper is to seek necessary and sufficient conditions on the linear operator A in a linear topological space in order that the Cauchy problem for the equation U (a) -AU= T should be well set in the sense of distributions (see definition in §2). Here 0 < a < oo, U (a) is the fractional derivative of U of order a. Such conditions are obtained for a integer ^3 and then for any a > 0, this time with the additional assumption of (at most) exponential growth of the solutions at infinity.
Throughout this paper E will be a quasi-complete, barreled locally convex linear topological space over the field C of complex numbers ( [1] , Chapter II, §4; [2], Chapter II, §1 and §2), A a closed linear operator with domain D(A) dense in E and range in E.
The equation ( 
1.1) u {a) (t) = Au(t)
was studied in [3] . If a is an integer ;>3 and the Cauchy problem for (1.1) is "well posed" (strong solutions exist for a dense set of initial data, are unique and depend continuously on them) it was shown that (a) D(A) -E and A is continuous.
(b) The series ^= o t 3 'A j u/(aj)l converges in E for all t,u. The solutions of (1.1) are actually holomorphic and can be expressed as u(t) = ΣKί S k (t)u {k) (0) , where S k (t) = Σ~= o t aj+k A j u/(aj + fc)!, 0 k ^ a -1. Conversely, conditions (a) and (b) imply that the Cauchy problem for (1.1) is well posed (see [3] , Th. 3.1) . A necessary and sufficient condition for the solutions of (1.1) to increase at most exponentially at oo is the existence of R(X; A) for large | λ | and its analyticity at oo ([3], 3.3) . It has been suggested by J. L. Lions that the above results will still hold if we only assume the Cauchy problem for (l.l)-or, rather, for its inhomogeneous version-to be well set in the sense of distributions (this notion was introduced by him in [7] for the case a -1). Lions also raised the question of whether the results could be extended to the case of noninteger a > 2. We give here some partial answers to these questions. Under a special assumption, Theorem 3.1 of [3] is extended to the distribution setting, although only for a integer; Theorem 3.3 is also extended for all values of α>2. (Theorems 4.1 and 5.2 respectively.) We also examine the case 80 H. 0. FATTORINI a<2, always with the assumption of exponential increase at infinity and give conditions on R(X; A) that insure the Cauchy problem to be well set (Theorem 6.1) . For a = 1, we obtain the condition of Lions for generation of distribution semigroups.
2* The Cauchy problem• We denote by R the real numbers. The symbol gf stands for a family {| |, •••} of semi-norms determining the topology of E (see [1] , Chapter II, § 4; for instance, W can be taken as the family of all continuous semi-norms in E), i.e., such that the (generalized) sequence {u γ } converges to zero if and only if \u r \-*0 for all | |e gf. We assume D(A), the domain of A endowed with the topology generated by the semi-norms u-> | u |, u-+ \ Au |, I I e ^f. D(A) is under this topology a quasi-complete locally convex linear topological space.
In the following remarks the spaces F, G, are as E, quasicomplete, barreled locally convex linear topological spaces. The space Jίf (F, G) consists of all linear continuous operators from F into G endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets of F. ^f(F, G) is a locally convex, quasi-complete linear topological space (see [2] , Chapter III, § 3, no. 7; it is not necessary for this result that G be barreled). We shall write ^f(F) instead of £? (F, F) , F* instead of ^ (F,C) , application of an element u*eF* to ueF being denoted by <(%*, iι} or < (u, u*y. We recall that the "equi-continuity principle" ([2] , Chapter III, § 3, Theoreme 2) holds in £f(F, G) (thus in particular in Sf(F), F*); if {B r } is a family of elements of Jzf{F, G) such that {B r u} is bounded in G that is, such that sup r | B r u | < oo for any continuous seminorm I I in G for every ue F, then {B r } is an equicontinuous family. This principle will be used many times in what follows, sometimes without explicit mention.
The space £& t (or simply &) consists of all complex-valued func- (F) such that for any ^f e^ (here φ(&ψ denotes the function in Qί sΛ defined by (φ ® Ψ)(s, t) = φ(s)ψ(t)) and whose support is contained in the Cartesian product supp(S) x supp(T). S*T is then defined by
for any φ e £gr, where φ(s, t) = φ(s + t) (note that, since the intersection of the supports of V and φ is compact the expression V(φ) has a sense although φ g ^r 8tt if φ Φ 0). For any S, T we have
the convolution, as a linear map (we assume S fixed) from
is continuous (see again [9] , Proposition 39 for proofs of these and other facts 
(E).
Assume T = 0 if t < a. Then U = 0 for t < a. (c) (Continuous dependence) Let {T Ί } be a generalized sequence of elements of £&'+(E) with T 7 ->0 in &\E), T r = 0 for t < a (α>-oo) for all 7. Let U r e Jgr+(D(A)) be the corresponding solutions of (2.1). Then £7 r -> 0 in &r'(D{A)).
A few comments on (b) and (c) will be useful later. Observe first that (b) implies (b') Let u( ) be an infinitely differentiate Z)(A)-valued function vanishing for large negative t and such that
It is also true that (&') implies (b). To see this, let U, T be the two distributions of (b), φe^ with support in (-co,α). Define The proof is identical to that of the " scalar-valued" theorem ([10] , Chapter VI, §3, p. 162; see also [7] , p. 150 for the Banach space case). We define a distribution S e &' (Jϊf (F, G) ) by the formula S(φ)u = {^/f{δ (g) u))(φ), φe ^ueF; since supp ^//{d ®u)^ [0, oo), supp(S)^[0, oo). Then Λ^U -S*U is a linear continuous operator from &+(F) into &KG). (See the previous remarks on convolution.) We only need now to verify the equality ^£ = Λ^ for distributions U of the form τ a 3 (g) u, τ a the operator of translation by α, u e F {2) . 
Proof. Let u e D(A). Since
By uniqueness, U = S(Au), i.e.,
A(Su) = S(Au)
which shows that S(φ) and A commute for any φ e £&. As for commutativity of S(φ), S(ψ) one only needs to observe that
-AV -δ (g) S(ψ)u and reason as before.
LEMMA 2.4. Let a = n be an integer 2^1, φ, ψe £%. Then
The proof is a modification of one of Lions ([7] , Theoreme 5.1, p. 149) for the case n = 1. Let (Iφ)(t) = φ{ -t) for any φβ ST. Take now φ,ψe &r 0 . Let U7, TF, V l9 , F TO be the solutions in of the equations
, V n are obtained by convolution of the propagator with the right-hand members of (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) thus they are all C°° functions.)
Let now h be the Heaviside function. A simple computation shows that
Taking now into account the fact that [/ satisfies (2.5) and that
. Then by virtue of (2.7) we get, by uniqueness
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Similarly,
3* Some regularity results* The results in this section say, roughly speaking, that if u belongs to a set of "smooth elements" of E then Su will actually be a C°° function in t ^ 0 moreover, if u γ ->0 "rapidly enough," then Su r will converge to zero in a topology considerably stronger than that of &'{E).
We also examine certain smooth solutions of (2.1). As in the last part of the previous section we assume a -n -integer ^ 1.
We introduce at this point a special hypothesis on S, namely ASSUMPTION 3.1. S is a distribution of finite order locally, (3) which will be assumed to hold throughout the rest of this section (as well as in § 4). 
(t) exists for all m ^ 0 (all in the topology of D(A)). For ueD we define G(t)u -g(t)
. For fixed t ^ 0 G(ί) is a linear operator in I? with domain D.
(which is a simple consequence of the definition of S). Differentiating (3.2) repeatedly and making use at each step of the commutativity of A and S (Lemma 2.3) we obtain for m ^ 1.
Let now β be an open interval in R (say ( -α, α), 0 < α < oo), / the function associated with S in Ω by (3.1). We have
Choose a m with mn > p and integrate the differential equation (3.3) . We obtain
in 42, 3^ the distribution e &' defined in § 2, (here we are using the fact that
Since m is arbitrary, it is clear that Su coincides with aC°° function in {teΩ t > 0}; reasoning in this way for any Ω we see that ueD.
Conversely, assume ueD, and let
Observe now that U = Su satisfies U {%) -AU = δ®u; since ί7 is C~ in t > 0 it satisfies Z7
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Observe next that for all m ^ 0 we have
(This is obtained by differentiating the equality for m = 0.) Taking m = n-l and letting ί^Owe obtain Au = Ag {n~ί) (0 + ) = g ι2n - 
. D is dense in E.
We shall actually show a stronger result, namely that the subspace generated by D Q = {v e E\ v = S(φ)u, φ e £^o, ueE} is dense in D(A). Assume this is false. Then there exists u*e.D(A*) such that <u*, S(φ)uy = (S(φ)*u*, u> = 0 for all ueE,φe &r Q , i.e., 
)u~AS{φ)n = φ{O)n f ueD(A) J we also see that U satisfies the equation
where A*: £7* -*D(A)* is the adjoint of A.
in t ^ 0, so does U; but, since the vanishing of the expression (3.6) for all ψ e £^0 means that U is zero for t > 0 we see that supp (U) reduces to the point 0. Let now Ω be an interval around the origin, / a Jzf(E, D(A))-valued function satisfying (3.1) in Ω for some p ^ 0. The function g = /*w* takes values in E*, is continuous in Ω and satisfies
in Ω. Since U is zero both for t < 0 and t > 0, flr(ί) = P(t) for ί > 0, g{t) = Q(ί) for £ < 0, both P and Q being polynomials of degree Sp -1 with coefficients in JK* and such that P (0) 
Then G(-)S(φ r )v converges uniformly to G(-)S(φ o )v on compacts of t^0 together with all its derivatives.
Proof. Assume-as we may-that φ 0 = 0. Let Ω be an open set containing the origin and let / be the J>f(E, Z)(A))-valued function associated with S in fl by (3.1) . Write formula (3.4) for each u γ -S(φ τ )v (the polynomial in the right-hand side is now dependent on 7 and will be called Pl, p ). It follows from (3.5) applied to u τ that A m u r -+0 for all m; since S {mn~p) u γ -> 0 in Ω in the sense of distributions, if φ e ϋ^ and supp (φ) c Ω, (3.11) But it is not hard to see that (3.11) implies (due to the fact that deg Pl >p is uniformly bounded) that Pi, p -»0 uniformly on compacts of R together with all its derivatives; using this in (3.4) we obtain the desired result. We shall find it necessary to use in the sequel a few facts about analytic functions with values in a quasi-complete barreled locally convex linear topological space F. A ^-valued function / defined in a domain D £Ξ C is analytic in D if the quotient of increments Λ-W + h) -/(*)} has a limit (in the F-topology) as h-^0 for all zeD. (We shall only consider the cases F = E, F = £f{E)). All the usual properties of scalar-valued functions (Cauchy's formula etc.) can be extended to Fvalued functions; they can be developed in power series in the usual way, the series being convergent for | z -z 0 \ < p -dist (z Q , boundary of D). In general, a power series Σα Λ (u-z o ) n with coefficients in F converges absolutely and uniformly in | z -z Q | < p, diverges in | z -z 0 \ > p, where p = inf {lim inf | a n |~( 1/%) ; | | e J^\ {^ a set of semi-norms defining the topology of F). All these simple facts can be proved essentially like in the Banach space case (see [11] , Chapter III, §2). If /(•) is an F-valued function defined in D and such that <%*,/> is a (usual) analytic function for all u*eF* then / is analytic in the sense outlined above. Likewise, if J5( ) is an Jzf(F)-valued function such that <(u*, Buy is an ordinary analytic function for all u* eF*,ueF then B(-) is analytic as an ^(i^-valued function. The proofs of these results also generalize from the Banach space case. ([11] , Chapter III, § 2, p. 93); in fact, they are only based in the equicontinuity principle for ^f(F) and F* and in quasi-completeness of these spaces.
The preceding "weak" characterizations of vector-valued analytic functions can be used in combination with "scalar" theorems to obtain generalizations to the F-valued case. We shall make use of two of such extensions:
(a) if / has first continuous partials in D and satisfies the CauchyRiemann equations with respect to two independent directions then it is analytic (b) if / is continuous in a domain D, analytic in D minus a smooth curve Γ, then / is actually analytic in all of D.
We shall also make use of a slight modification of a result of L. Consequently, ^ is as well equicontinuous as a family of operators from ^r α)δΓ endowed with the ^m-topology-to ^[ (! , d ]. Let now φ 6 ^j> >6] , {φ k } a sequence in ^[ β , 6] converging to φ in ^i>, 6] 
Consequently (4.8) (A -ωJ^g 0 = G™(η)S(φ $ )u -G(y)S™(φ ξ )u .

Since G {n) (η)S(φ ξ )u = AG(η)S(φ ς )u = G(y)AS(φ ζ )u = G(η)S
w (φ ξ )u the right-hand side of (4.4) vanishes.
But then (4.8) reduces to the Cauchy-Riemann equation for g 0 (with respect to the directions 1, ω) and consequently g Q is holomorphic in C°o, the interior of C o . Proceeding in exactly the same way with g n _ γ in C n^ we obtain the equation which likewise implies that g n _ x is holomorphic in C TO __i. By virtue of Corollary 3.3, (4.9) g o (ξ) = g n _m = S(φ,)u .
This shows that the function g defined as g 0 in C o , 0*-i in C n^ is continuous in C o U C^-i, and thus analytic there. 
Denote now S^S(E) the space of all linear continuous operators from E to
eE ([2], Chapter IV, § 2, Proposition 11). Consider the propagator S-as we may-as an element of £2r'(£? s (E)) or, rather, as an element of ^όi^fs(E)) = S^(^o; £f s (E)).
It follows from our results on the function g defined by (4.6), (4.7) and from the equality (4.9) that the distributions in 3?l obtained from S by applying arbitrary elements of (J*f s (E))* coincide with functions analytic in ξ > 0 in particular, with C°° functions. Applying a result in [8] , p. 55 (the change of ^ by ^0 has no particular significance), we see that S itself coincides in t > 0 with a £f(E)-va\ued function
G( ) infinitely differentiate in the Sf s (E)-topology, that is G( )u is a C°° function in ζ > 0 for all ueE.
Clearly if ueD = Z>(A~) then Gu coincides with the function defined in § 3. We now extend G to the complex plane as follows; if ζ = ξω
It follows from the equicontinuity principle ( § 2) that the family {G(t); tee}, e any compact subset of (0, co) is equicontinuous in Jϊf(E)({G(t)u; tee} is bounded in E for any ueE). This, and the fact that G is strongly C°° in ζ > 0 shows that G( ) as defined by (4.10) has any number of continuous partials in C k , the interior of C k for any ft = 0, , n -1. An argument similar to the one for the function g shows that Gu satisfies in each C k the Cauchy-Riemann equations, and is thus analytic; a fortiori, G itself, as a ^f(E)-valned function is analytic in Cl U U CJ_i. We now examine more carefully the equality (4.10) when ueD.
Let {φ n } be a "smoothing kernel" in 2$, i.e., let φ n ^ 0, \φ n dt = 1,
supp(<pj->0 as n->oo. If I, Ύ] > 0 we have, in view of Lemma 2.3, S({φn)ζ)S{(φ m )r)u = S((φ n ) η )S((φ n ) ξ )u;
letting m, n -• co we obtain (4.11) G(£)G(9) -Gty)G(£) .
Differentiating the relation (4.11) and making use of the new equalities thus obtained in (4.10), we easily see (by applying the fact that G(ζ)u, ueD is smooth in ζ i> 0) that G(ζ)u, ζeC k is actually continuous even if ξ or η are zero; thus G(ζ)u is continuous in C k , except perhaps at the origin. On the other hand, it is not difficult to see by using Corollary 3.3 that the different definitions of G match at the divisory rays ζω k , ξ ^> 0, ft = 0, , n -1. Consequently G( )u is continuous in all of C-except perhaps at the origin; being holomorphic in Co U U Cn-u it is actually holomorphic in all of C-again, with the possible exception of the origin.
We apply now the same " regularization" method used to obtain (4.11) to the equation (2.4). We obtain (4.12)
for s, t > 0. Applying both sides of this equality to a ueD and using analiticity of Gu, we can extend (4.12) to all complex z, ζ e C\{0} as long as z, ζ do not both belong to a divisory ray; in particular (4.13)
But for these values of z, ζ the operators in the right-hand side of (4.13) are continuous, and then (4.13) can be extended to all ueE. Observe finally that (4.13) allows us to express Gu near a divisory ray (or near the origin) in a linear and continuous way by means of its values away from them, thus Gu is actually holomorphic in C for any ueF; a fortiori, G is a ^f(E)-γ&lued entire function.
We compute now the coefficients in the Maclaurin series of G. According to Corollary 3.3 G {2n~1] (0) Proof. Since the series defining M a (tA)u converges for all t, the same is true of the series defining M a {ζA)u, ζeC.
By virtue of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem ([2] , Chapter III, § 3 M a (ζA) is a £f{E)-valued function since M a (ζA)u is analytic for each ue E, the same is true of M a (ζA) as a function with values in £f(E). This is easily seen to imply convergence of the series in (4.15) in the topology of j5f(E) for all t, uniformly on compact subsets of R (and thus in &'(£f(E) 
)).
Recall now that, for β > 0 the distribution Y β e &' used in § 2 to define fractional derivatives coincides with the function
Consequently S satisfies the equation (2.3) and this implies that U = S*T satisfies the equation (2.1) for any Te£^i(E).
It only remains, then, the question of uniqueness, which we can verify in the form (6'), §2. Let u( ) be a E-valued C°° function, null for t^O and such that (4.16) u {a) (t) = Au(t)
for t ^ α, a > 0. Take the convolution product of both sides of (4.16) with the (function) Y a ; we obtain u(t) = A(Y a *u)(t) for t ^ a. Iterating this equality m times w get
for t ^ a. Observe now that {u(s), 0 ^ s ^ ί} is a bounded set in E for every t > 0, then as a consequence of the definition of the topology of ^f(E) and of the fact that the series for M a (tA) has infinite radius of convergence in ^f(E), if | | e g 7 lim Γ(ma) = 0 uniformly for 0 fj s ^ ί. Applying this estimate in the integral (4.17) we get u(t) = 0 for all t < α. This result, after a clearly permissible translation is equivalent to (6') of § 2. 96 H. 0. FATTORINI REMARK 4.6. In the case E is a Banach space, J. Chazarain ([12] and personal communication) has characterized the operators A for which the Cauchy problem for (4.14) is well set for any a, 0<α<oo not necessarily an integer in terms of the location of σ(A), the spectrum of A and the growth of R(X; A) = (λ/ -A)~\ In particular, if a > 2 the Cauchy problem for (4.14) is well set if and only if A is everywhere defined and bounded. This result, as well as the one in the next section suggest that Theorem 4.1 is probably true for all α>2, i.e., that every time the Cauchy problem for (4.14) is well set for a > 2 we have D(A) = E, A is continuous and the series for M a (tA) is convergent for all t > 0. However, the method used here, that is to exploit the simple functional equation (2.4) to extend S to the complex plane breaks down when a is not an integer. Finally, note that Theorem 4.1 generalizes Theorem 3.1 of [3] but apparently only in the case the Cauchy problem for u {n) = An is, in the terminology of [3] uniformly well posed in t ^ 0 (see [12] for a proof). For if the Cauchy problem for u in) = An is only well posed in t > 0 the propagator & w _i which plays the role of S in [3] may a priori grow arbitrarily fast as t -+ 0 and then does not define a distribution in any obvious way. It is not difficult, however, to include also this case in our results. In fact let S be a distribution in ^(£f(E, D(A)) satisfying Equation (2.4); if the regularity results of § 2 are postulated (they can be easily seen to hold in the situation of [3] ) then the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be carried out just in the same way and its conclusion holds. As for Equation (2.4), it is an immediate consequence of Equation (2.8) of [3] . 5* Exponential increase of S. We relax in this section the requirement that a be an integer, but we are then forced to impose restrictions on the growth of S at oo, A few simple properties of vector-valued Laplace transforms will be used in the sequel. Denote, as usual, by Sf the space of all infinitely differentiable, complex-valued functions φ that decrease at I co I faster than any power of 1/| 11 together with all their derivatives, endowed with its usual Schwartz topology ([10], Chapter VII, p. 234). The space £"(F) (of "tempered", F-valued 
2(T in) )(X) = 2(Y^*T)(X) = X a 2(T)(X) .
We shall find it useful to introduce at this point a new space of distributions. We call (£/f'(Γ ω ))(F) the set of all distributions in (&"(Γ ω Proof. Observe first that the function / in (5.2) can be assumed to be zero for t < 0. For if h is the Heaviside function,
i=-i
Consequently g = hf -Σfii 1 Γ m _, / (m -W) (0) (which is zero in t < 0) has the same m-th derivative as /. If g is not continuous, replace m by m + 1, g by \ #(s)ds.
Jo
We now use (5.2) for λ = α', α) < α' < α, and the relation
Since 
Te(&"(Γ ω ))(F), then Te(£S/(Γ ω ))(F); the reason being that, since
F* is a Banach and then a Baire space, a category argument allows us to pass from the "pointwise" estimates (5.1) for ST to the "uniform" estimate in Lemma 5.1. Thus we can change (S^/(Γ ω (^(E, D(A) ) in the statement of Theorem 5.2. In the general case these two spaces may be different, and we do not know whether the change is possible, i.e., whether or not S has to be assumed to have "finite order" globally.
Consider the conditions (1^) A is continuous and the series defining M a (tA) converges for all t. (2) R(X; A) exists for large | λ | and is analytic at ^f If E is a Banach space, (l a ) for any a, 0 < a < oo and (2) are equivalent to the fact that A is bounded. In the general case we can only say that l α => 1^ if a <^ β, 2 ==> l α , 0 < a < oo. The reverse implications are in general false, as we shall now see.
Let E be the space of all functions x -•> u(x) defined and continuous in x ^ 0 and such that \u\ n = sup \u(x)e nx \ < co , n = 0, 1, . If we assign to E the topology generated by the family g^ = {| . \ Q9 ...} of semi-norms E becomes a Frechet space. If 0</3< oo and we define
then ^ is a continuous operator in 2£. In order to compute M a (tA β ) we use the following asymptotic estimate for the Mittag-Leffler function M a , [5] , Chapter VI). Let now t be fixed, α ^ β,j < k. for α; ^ 0, K independent of j, k. Since, on the other hand, \im j)k _ ίCO r j>k (x) = 0 uniformly on compacts of x ^ 0, it is clear that the series for M a (tA β ) converges for all t to the operator of multiplication by M a (tx β ). But if we assume that a < β and the series for M a (tA β ) is convergent, then the limit has also to be the operator of multiplication by M a (tx β ); but, by virtue of (5.12), this operator is not continuous in E (the operator of multiplication by exp (x 7 ), 7 > 1 is not continuous in E). Consequently A β satisfies l a for a^β but not for a<β.
It is not difficult to construct an operator satisfying l a for any a > 0 but not 2; in fact, let (Au)(x) = log (1 + x)u(x) .
By small modifications of the reasoning above it can be shown that M a (tA) converges for all a > 0, t e R. But σ(A) coincides with the positive real axis, then 2 is violated. Applying the results of Sections 4 and 5 we see that the Cauchy problem for W a) -A β U= T is well set for a ;> β (the propagators increase at co faster than any exponential), is not well set if 2 < a < β, at least if a is an integer. In contrast, the Cauchy problem for
-AU= T is well set for any a > 0 but again none of the propagators is of exponential growth at oo.
6-The case 0 < a ^ 2. roof. The necessity of the conditions can be proved as in Theorem (5.2) by showing that 2S = R(X a ; A) and then using Lemma 5.1. As for the sufficiency, it follows from equicontinuity of (6.2), from the considerations opening § 5 and again from Lemma 5.1 that
B(\ a ; A) = 2S
where S is a distribution in (S^/(Γ ω )) (^(E, D(A) ) with support in t ^ 0. Let now Z = S {a) -AS. Since 2Z = /, we see that Z = δ (g) /, which shows that S satisfies (2.3); then S*T satisfies (6.1) for any
Te&'(E).
It only remains then the question of uniqueness of solutions of (6.1) , that is to verify (b) (or b') of §2. Let then u(-) be a C°°, Z)(A)-valued function, u(t) = 0 for t <£ a and such that u {a) (t) -Au(t) = 0 for t ^ 6, a ^b (we may plainly assume that 6 = 0 where g(t) is still zero for t ^ 0 ((φu) (a) (t) = u (a) (t) for ί ^ 0) but it also vanishes for large t. We take Laplace transforms of both sides of (6.3) and obtain, after multiplying by R(X a , A) (6.4) (S(9*0)(λ) = #(λ α ; A)(%)(λ) .
We use now the (easily verifiable) fast that the set {(8flr)(λ); Reλ ^> 0} is bounded in E, the relation (6.4) and equicontinuity of the set (6.2) to deduce that if Re λ > a the set
is bounded in E (p the same polynomial in (6.2)). Applying Lemma 5.1 we see that φu (hence u) is zero for t ^ 0. This ends the proof of Theorem 6.1. Theorem 6.1 reduces for a = 1, £a Banach space to a result of Lions (see [7] , Theoremes 6.1, 5.1 and Corollaire 4.1) that gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the Cauchy problem for U' -AU-T to be well set in terms of the theory of distribution semi-groups of exponential increase at °o.
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